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When it comes to being entertained in your car, there are no more options available as today. So what exactly do you want to do? Look at maps, listen to your MP3 set, or watch a movie on DVD? If you've got the money, you can do all of the above. A good place to start when you want to realize your vocal dreams in life is the car receiver
- also known as stereo or unit head. The new receiver can have many features that you want to pay for. Basic receivers allow you to read CDs and often feature colorful graphics. But for a little more, you can get one playing MP3/WMA files or has input to help your music player. In addition, you may also consider a satellite radio receiver
for your vehicle. This gives you a lot of voice options, but keep in mind what it costs to subscribe. Advertising if you're always getting lost on the road, it might make sense to get a receiver with a built-in navigation system. On newer cars, these are optional and sometimes even standard car equipment, but really any car can be updated
with one. The typical navigation system in dash consists of a car stereo with a compact car projector, a connection unit with audio and video inputs, outputs and an external GPS antenna [Source: Crutchfield]. These can cost more than $1,000 in many cases, but they have that great look factory and boasts a number of other features, such
as being able to locate ATMs or restaurants in your area. A more portable unit is a less expensive option. So what is the ultimate reception of the car? For now, it may be a DVD reception. These LCD screens are very large and when you don't play DVD movies with them, they have impressive offers to control your car's sound and other
features. Bluetooth, iPod connectivity and radio satellites can be controlled from each receiver like some also include GPS navigation. If you really want to get high-tech, include some even a camera mounted on the background to make backup much easier. You can also connect a rear screen (or screens) to entertain passengers in the
rear seats. One thing to keep in mind is the cost, because a DVD receiver can be a great investment. You can expect to pay several hundred dollars for a good one, not to mention the cost of installing and extra screens. Be careful, as you can add all up quick. After that, we'll discuss the speakers -- because all this equipment isn't good if
you don't get enough power. By Sean McClain your Pioneer Car Receiver uses Bluetooth technology to allow you to connect your mobile phone to the receiver and use the phone for you through your vehicle's sound system. For mobile phone to work, it must go through the pairing process, where the receiver and phone create a secure
connection that can be re-established with ease. The exact number of Bluetooth devices that can be connected to the receiver will On the form that you have, but you can all do more than one connection. Turn on your mobile phone's Bluetooth technology. This process is slightly different for each Bluetooth device, but the Bluetooth menu
must be either under the main menu or the settings menu. There will be an option in the menu to turn bluetooth on or off. Put a mobile phone in pairing mode. There will be an option in the Bluetooth menu called Pairing Mode, Discovery Mode, or Make the device detectable. Choose the option to make your device detectable for the next
three minutes. Click on the left side of your Pioneer receiver screen to bring the source menu. Press the SRC/OFF button at the bottom of the screen to scroll through available sources until you see TEL/Audio. Click on TEL/Audio to continue. Click the Bluetooth icon on the screen, located in the bottom left corner, to view the Bluetooth
connection menu. You'll have a list of blank slots available for Bluetooth connections. Touch the so-called phone 1 aperture and then press the magnifying glass icon in the upper right corner of the screen. Your Pioneer system will search for a few seconds and then display a list of nearby devices found. Click the name of your mobile
phone that you put in discoverable mode. Enter the default PIN code 0000 in the phone to complete the pairing process. Put the second mobile phone in a detectable position. Touch the so-called phone 2 aperture and press the magnifying glass icon. Click on the phone name as soon as you insert it and then enter the same PIN code,
0000 in the phone. All of your devices are now connected to the Pioneer Bluetooth car receiver. If you have an old car without bluetooth included in it, you can buy adapters to do so. However, Redditor parkerlreed decided to create its own system using Pi Berries. The setting here does exactly what you'd expect. When you start the car,
the Raspberry Pi is booted and automatically becomes a Bluetooth receiver. This relates to the car's auxiliary input, then you can play music and anything else from your phone. It's a smart little solution to add Bluetooth to pretty much any car as long as it has input help. I went to Reddit for the guide I made my in-car Bluetooth audio
reciever | Reddit via Hack Day people hardly go anywhere without their smartphones. However, concerns about road safety and the fact that many jurisdictions have passed hands-free driving laws require either parking the phone in the car or, better yet, investing in a useful wireless receiver such as an Anker Soundsync engine. The
Anker Soundsync engine does much more than allow you to make hands-free calls, which you can already do on most phones with built-in speaker modes. This bluetooth receiver is a little handy instead turns your car's cabin into hands-free By connecting your smartphone to stereo sound and guiding your car through speakers. The
Soundsync CD is less than two inches wide and easily mounts into your car's dash. The receiver uses Bluetooth 4.0 to effortlessly sync with your smartphone or other compatible wireless device, and uses hooks up to the stereo via USB and a 3.5 mm audio jack. Next, you can pair the Soundsync engine with your chosen device at the
touch of a button. The device itself also features three controls to play media, take and end calls, and activate voice-controlled smartphone functions such as Siri or Cortana. Speaker mode, while handy, is generally an inelegant solution that amplifies your phone's built-in small audio driver. This usually leads loud, muddy sound that is not
pleasant to listen to and is certainly not perfect for enjoying music. By comparison, the Anker Soundsync Drive receiver uses an active noise suppression and delivers clear sound directly through your car's speakers, giving your music the sound quality you deserve. The engine denied Soundsync retails for $40, but a solid 58 percent
discount shaves $23 of the price. This lets you record this bluetooth road safe reception for just $17 from Amazon. A high-rated Soundsync engine is the perfect hands-free solution to safely use your phone on the road and save some money while you're in it. Amazon and we strive to help readers find the best deals on high quality
products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. Prices, details and availability of products and trades in this position may be subject to change at any time. Make sure it is still valid before making a purchase. Digital Trends may get a commission on products purchased through our links, which support the
work we do for our readers. The editors recommend a lot of new cars come with built-in Bluetooth or at least as an option from the manufacturer. However, if you have an old car and really want Bluetooth access to your phone, you have several ways you can add it to your car. Related: How to associate a Bluetooth device to your
computer, tablet, or phone all these methods vary as far as cost. You can either pay very little money to add Bluetooth to your car and have a decent setup, or spend a lot of money, and have a very nice setup. Here are your options. Get a cheap Bluetooth car kit if you want to add Bluetooth capabilities to your car on the cheap, then
getting several Bluetooth car is the best option. I'm a really big fan of the Kinivo Bluetooth car set ($35), which gets power from the cigarette lighter in your car and connects your stereo via Jack Assistant. Kinivo has the ability to control the music played from your phone, and you can control the playback using the round console instead of
your The device also acts as a speaker during calls, thanks to a built-in microphone and the use of your car's speakers as a amplifier phone. If your car stereo doesn't have an assistant jack, you're not quite out of luck. If you don't mind digging into the dashboard a little bit, it is possible that there are empty RCA plugs on the back of the
stereo that you can plug the auxiliary cable to. You can also use an FM transmitter like this one from iClever ($25), which you can connect your phone to via Bluetooth and then have your music beam to stereo your car via FM. Quality will not be the best, but it's a decent choice I like to use. Tack on the Bluetooth speaker If you are only
mostly interested in making and receiving calls on the way, you may not need something quite as versatile as Kinivo, a place where the Bluetooth speaker unit can be a good solution. It works on battery power and comes with a microphone and speakers built into it, so it's completely independent and you don't need to rely on your stereo
at all. Something like the Jabra Highway ($70) would be a great choice and can be easily mounted on your car mask. Additionally, it can last up to 40 days on standby and give you 14 hours of talking time before it needs to be recharged. You can play music from your phone, but the speakers integrated into the unit may not be the best if
you expect exceptional sound quality. Install ing aftermarket Bluetooth equipped with the most expensive head unit, but the most streamlined option to buy a resale console to replace the stereo stock in your car. If you live pretty much in your car, know that you'll use bluetooth function a lot, and paying a little more to get a good post-sales
unit head with Bluetooth can be a worthwhile investment. You don't need to spend a ton of money, though - $75 to $100 will get a good head unit with both the bells and whistles you want. This Pioneer Head unit ($89) can do the job just fine, and it even comes with a small cord microphone that you can use for speaker calls. Plus, the
gorgeous lights and neat knobs are worth it alone, isn't it? Of course, the installation process requires you to open the dashboard and replace the stereo stock (you probably need to harness new wires), so if this is something you don't feel comfortable doing on your own, you'll need to find a friend or take it to a store to get it. (This may add
to the cost.) Jankier option: Use a portable Bluetooth speaker if you already have a Bluetooth speaker lying around, you can take with you in the car and put it in the console between seats, or get creative and velcro to the dashboard. Related: The complete guide to buying a portable Bluetooth speaker make sure you bring a USB charging
cable for it as well as a cigarette Adapter to keep it charged. Sound quality certainly won't be as good as your car's speakers, but if you don't already have Bluetooth in your car, this is a quick and easy way to achieve it. Maybe this isn't the best option, but it's at least an option. And if you already have a portable Bluetooth speaker lying
around, it doesn't cost you any extra money like previous methods. You could at least try and see if adding Bluetooth to your car is really worth the cost of setting up more expensive. In the end, there are quite a few options to choose from, but it's really about how much money you want to spend in order to get Bluetooth capabilities inside
your car, and how much effort you want to put into achieving it. Title image of l i g h t p o e t/Bigstock t/Bigstock
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